
 
 
 
The generation before us set up a system designed for them. we are no longer in 
living in the 80s, we live in the age that gives us the power to change anything 
through technology.  
As an engineering student and someone who has worked for some of the best 
companies in manchester. I will start by focusing my attention on putting all MMU 
services into a new APP. This should  improve the quality of education and MMU’s 
ranking. 
 
 
The new mmu app and services it will include  
 
Instant messaging:  student, lectures, societies, student hub, accommodation and other 
services will be able to instantly text within themselves. 
 
AI and assistance staff: artificial intelligence and chatbots will respond to F.A.Q and 
respond to students’ questions. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Jobs while studying: a very intensive training that includes Life skills, job experience, 
sustainability offering a highly endorsed certificate. Forming partnership with hospitality 
companies that will have several Job offers for students who enrol to this platform. (it will 
only last weeks) 
90% of Students spend their time on looking for food, accommodation issues, curiosity and 
have nothing to do. in addition to writing tutorials, students wait about 3 years or more just 
settling realising. 
 
 The platform will work like this, students enrol in the programme in which they undergo a 
very intensive training. 
Below are some things that will be covered in the training; 
Intensive Public speaking and presentation: Every job requires sales skills……. 
Communication: communication does not just mean speaking, Team playing is an 
example…. 
Job experience:  An induction and day of experience in an actual job.it will also be a 
opportunity to prove the company you need them….. 
Carbon literate and sustainability: Take the UK /universities culture to the next level, 
advocate yourself to reducing carbon footprints….. 
 

 
 
  
This is just to mention a few, other tasks may be optional. At the end of the training, a certificate will be given out. 
Rather than a CV or degree you can get from years. This certificate will be recognised by most trust bodies yet 
will only take a few weeks.These activities will trained and mentored by some of the best and most talented skill 



people from all backgrounds including HR, speakers, lectures etc, they will deliver the most quality training to 
students. 
Why you should care:Weather its enquire with student finance, accommodation, security, 
asking for feedback, drop in book, booking an appointment ,room, ordering food, contacting 
students from your course/faculty/society/tutors or staff/ ,run announcements for students, 
society members ,clarity on coursework, book a library book, check for sitting arrangement in 
library and navigate through empty spaces,  ask something from student hub, register 
attendance, fill in survey, see calendar, watching a lecture video, joining society, vote, tutors 
contacting other tutors, having meetings with students mate, able to see the lecture slides 
live from home if you are sick, etc. 
you will be able to do all in a clean layout within the new app comfortably. 
AI in form of chatbot will be able to respond to F.A.Q with the ability to learn and get better. 
The future of AI will be such that you would be able to ask it problems, uploading a tutorial 
question, and it would help you through. 
Did you know that 
-       If you are just a typical iphone user you touch your phone more than 2k times a day. 
-       You probably spent 20.8% of last year entirely on screen. 
It is not that this generation is getting dumber but, It is just that our phones are smarter, and 
can do almost any task it is to this fact that we should integrate a lot of the universities 
services in a professional app, this will increase engagement by a milestone. 
Further examples of concepts: [left] how the app you look like [Right] submitting an 
assignment 
 
 

 


